MRM Video Script
1. If you own an auto-repair garage and would like an additional 4-5 new
customers per week...
2. ...without dealing with confusing, expensive SEO “experts” or other
unpredictable online marketing gimmicks…..
3. …then pay very close attention to this brief video.
4. My name is Andy Vickery and in the next 200 seconds I’m going to show you a
powerful step-by-step system one local garage (let’s call them “Garage X” for
now) used to jump from 1-2 new customers per month….
5. ….to 4-5 new customer per week.
6. That’s an amazing 1,000% revenue boost….or,
7. …to put it plainly, they earned 10 times more money each month!
8. So, how did they do it?
9. SEO? Nope.
10. Paid online advertising? Nope.
11. Radio, newspaper, or yellow pages ads? Nope.
12. What they did was follow a simple, but effective plan-of-attack and executed it
consistently…week in and week out….without fail.
13. To be honest, it’s a strategy that just about any garage can follow…and YES, that
means yours as well….to achieve the same or even better results.
14. Can you imagine what 10x more profit each month would do for your business?
15. Here’s the catch though…you have to actually follow through and take massive
action – just like they did.
16. Before I go any further, let me make something perfectly clear.
17. This is NOT a sales pitch (I won’t be asking for your credit card or any kind of
commitment whatsoever)….
18. …and, for those of you who have been hit up repeatedly by annoying SEO firms
or online marketing companies…don’t worry…
19. …this is nothing of the sort.
20. You see, I’m about to reveal a detailed strategy that will enable your garage
business to dominate your local market and enjoy a constant flow of new
customers.
21. Are you ready for the secret sauce?
22. The system is called the “7-Step Garage Profits Accelerator System”.
23. Here’s each of the steps: <insert logical order of tactics – i.e., marketing
calendar, customer attraction letters/mailers, etc.>
24. Look at each step closely – I’m willing to bet some of them look familiar.
25. Maybe you’ve even tried one or two but didn’t get the results you were hoping
for.
26. Don’t give up just yet - here’s why.

27. You see, the key to success with this system is executing all the steps in the
correct order and on a precise schedule – one after another, and at exactly the
right times.
28. It doesn’t matter if you are struggling to pay overhead costs and are desperately
in need of customers….or if you are already enjoying a steady stream of business
and simply want to multiply your profits….
29. …this system is YOUR ANSWER for attracting and retaining more customers,
doubling or triple your profits, and dominating your local market.
30. Make no mistake about it - this is the exact plan that “Garage X” executed to
transform their struggling garage into the most profitable garage in their area…
31. …and be named Garage of the Year - two years in a row.
32. I know you’re dying for the details on exactly how “Garage X” achieved such
tremendous success using it…
33. …but the fact is, it would take too long for me to break down every step of this
system in this very video (I did promise just 200 seconds…)
34. Instead, here’s what I can do for you.
35. If you will enter your name and email address in the form below and click the red
“Give Me Access” button, I’ll personally email you the entire “Garage X Case
Study” report….for FREE.
36. No tricks. No sales pitch. Instantly delivered to your inbox.
37. It’s packed full with “street-tested” strategies and actionable steps so you can
learn, apply, and attract new customers immediately.
38. In fact, you could use this case study alone to “copy” what they did and achieve
similar results…or better.
39. Don’t wait any longer – your competition may be watching this very video…
40. …get the case study now submitting your name and email below.
41. See you on the inside!

